LIGHT

INTEGRATION

A little more than one year on from the acquisition of Italian show lighting
manufacturer Clay Paky by German lighting giant Osram, Lee Baldock
speaks with Pio Nahum, CEO of Clay Paky, and Hans Schwabe, CEO
of Osram Special Lighting division . . .

Between January 2008 and October 2014, four of the professional
show lighting industry’s best-known moving light brands were
acquired by large, multi-faceted corporations with revenues in excess
of a billion euros. Each of these corporations already had a key
interest in entertainment technology markets: Barco, the Belgian
maker of high-powered imaging and projection systems bought
Texas-based High End Systems in 2008; Philips followed later the
same year with the acquisition from Genlyte of the Vari-Lite brand;
audio giant Harman bought Danish lighting company Martin
Professional in 2012. Finally, in 2014 Clay Paky was acquired by
Osram - the second largest lighting company in the
world after Philips, with revenues
exceeding €5billion.

None of these lighting brands is yet more than 40 years old:
all were started by entrepreneurs addressing the fastdeveloping needs of the entertainment lighting business. It’s
a measure of just how fast our lighting industry has grown
up - from workshop to boardroom in a generation or so.
For Clay Paky, which, as the oldest of the four abovementioned brands will celebrate its 40th anniversary in
2016, the past 18 months have seen the most
fundamental changes in the company’s history. In 2014,
the founder and innovative driving force of the company,
Pasquale Quadri, already seriously ill, put in place the deal
that he believed would best safeguard the future of his
company - sale to Osram. Quadri passed away in
September 2014 at the age of 67: the deal with Osram
was completed the following month.
Changes
Since then, from an outsider’s viewpoint at least, little
seems to have changed for Clay Paky. We may note the
inclusion of ‘Osram’ in its marketing materials and on its
trade show booths, for example, but in terms of
personnel, communications, sales channels and the
ongoing introduction of innovative new products, Clay
Paky appears to still be Clay Paky. So what has changed?
“Our vision a year ago was that we wanted to keep the
DNA and the strength of the company,” says Osram’s
Hans Schwabe. “We were convinced about the
technology, about its success in the market, and for this
reason our integration mode was a soft one; we did not
implement big changes. We complemented in some
areas, but in the end we kept the business as a separate
unit - and as a successful unit.”
Pio Nahum elaborates: “We have gone through what we
call a ‘light integration’ - and it’s nice to understand that,
from the outside, the perception is that not many changes
have occurred in Clay Paky, because this was one of our
main goals - making our customers feel that the spirit of
Clay Paky will not change. Of course, a few things have
changed . . . For example, our R&D has become more
structured, and even more prolific, and this is thanks to
the technology and support that we have received from
our colleagues at Osram. And this is important for our
customers: in 2016 we will see the first results of this new
collaboration.”
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Asked to expand on those changes to R&D structure, Pio
explains: “We have kept our R&D in Bergamo, but we have
very close collaboration with other development centres in
different parts of the Osram organisation, both in Italy and
Germany. But we have not moved anybody away from Clay
Paky, or called anybody in from Osram.
“We are well known for launching new products that become
blockbusters, and these are the result of innovation. So R&D
has always been very important for Clay Paky. But we are often
seen as a one-product company, because what we do, and
what we have been very successful at, is make traditional lamp
moving heads. We were the last to enter the market with SSL
[solid state lighting, or LED] technology, and we had very good
reason for that, of course.”
That reason, as Pio explained to me when I visited him in
Bergamo back in January 2013, was that while its competitors
had invested heavily in LED technology, Clay Paky chose to
hold back, believing that the shortcomings of LED left space
for them to exploit with the improved discharge lamp
technology then being developed by Philips: “LED could not
do everything,” Pio told me at the time. “We felt there was
room left for improving the performance of our traditional
fixtures, which we did - and we did well - and the market
welcomed these solutions.”
It did indeed: the compact, 189W Sharpy became a massive
best-seller and inspired a new breed of compact, high-output
luminaires producing hard-edged beam effects which changed
the look of shows worldwide.
Back to 2016, Pio continues: “What is now changing is that,
thanks to the support of Osram we can afford to invest more in
R&D; we have more resources. And we have two main goals:
the first is to achieve greater diversification of product type . . .
and the second is to give SSL technology a higher visibility and
a higher share of our product range. As you know, Osram is
one of the leaders in the development of LED technology. We
have been using Osram LED since the beginning, but now that
we are part of Osram, we are definitely benefitting from their
know-how. That’s how our R&D is changing - we have more
people and access to new expertise.”
Overall, the process of integration has been “surprisingly
easy” says Hans: the two companies already had a longstanding relationship and a good understanding of each

other’s cultures. “I think it was easy for Pio and myself to join
and to work together,” says Hans, “because we know each
other well; we at Osram also knew Pasquale Quadri for many
years; we had a very respectful and close cooperation
. . . It was very easy for our teams; they were really excited to
work together.”
Sources
Osram’s light source technology is among the most advanced
in the world. So where is it leading? “We are looking into LED,”
says Hans, “and we are looking into laser technologies, and
some new digital technologies which we think will shape the
entertainment industry as well - maybe not today, or tomorrow,
but eventually,” he says. “Advanced LED technologies including organic LED [OLED], are probably a longer term
vision, but all of this can somehow shape the entertainment
industry as well.”
Osram’s Laser Light technology, developed from its work
within medical examination equipment and video
projection systems, has already made
a successful appearance in the
automotive lighting market. The hybrid
BMW i8, introduced in 2014, is the first
mass-produced road car with
front-mounted laser headlights.
Laser diodes, the company says,
are a particularly attractive
technology because they are small around ten times smaller than LEDs and produce a much higher
luminance than existing light sources.
Laser light head-lamps offer up to
20% greater range than
LED-based designs, and will
allow for car head-lamps to be
made smaller without
impacting on light intensity.
The appeal for the
entertainment market is obvious.
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LED production at Osram:
Left: Dust-free room
Below: Wire bonding

And what of conventional light sources? “The
bread and butter business has been shaped by
discharge lamps, as you know,” says Hans. “We
still have some customisation and optimisation of
that technology . . . and we still have some markets
where discharge lamps are very popular. One thing
is very clear, if we are to continue with discharge
lamps, they will have to have more power:
everyone is looking for more power. I think for the
next two or three years we will see both [discharge
and LED] technologies.”
The new relationship under the acquisition has not
changed the essential nature of the customer-supplier
partnership that Clay Paky and Osram had enjoyed for
a number of years. Clay Paky has stated that it will
continue to work in partnership with Philips where
appropriate, while equally “Osram continues to supply
our competitors,” confirms Pio, “not only in Europe, but
also in China . . . and this is fair; it was the approach
from the beginning. We have to be independent, we have
to earn our business.”
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Hans adds: “We can be very open. On the product
component side we have designs which were
customised for customers like Robe and Martin
Professional; we still have that and it’s an important part
of our component business . . . they are all pushing
innovation. Clay Paky will get early access, but if Pio
doesn’t take that idea and wants to work with a different
supplier, he can. We have given him the freedom to use
the best.”
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Resources
Returning to the nature of ‘light integration’, Pio reiterates
that Clay Paky has remained a separate legal entity
during this acquisition. He explains: “In this first year the
main focus of the integration has been on achieving the
financial integration between Clay Paky and Osram.
Osram is a public quoted company, and as such our
own figures had to be merged with those of the group,
and this has required for Clay Paky a recertification of our
accounts . . . this has been a demanding job, but we had
an obligation to do it very quickly.
“Meanwhile, another focus for Osram has been making
Clay Paky aware of the many different services that we

could have access to - such as legal services,
intellectual property, advice, finance support, operational
excellence . . . These have been the main focuses financial integration, and learning - discovering - the
Osram world.”
Those benefits aside, Clay Paky has been left to operate
“basically as we did in the past,” says Pio. “Of course,
Osram has a huge network of suppliers worldwide, but
we are very different in what we do. Osram has been,
so far, mainly a component supplier. We have been
a luminaire supplier - an assembled system - so we have
different approaches.
“There have been other benefits - some price
optimisation in our IP activities, for example. The support
we have received for IP from Osram has been extremely
important.”
Diversification
Clay Paky is a premium brand, based on innovation and
rock-solid build quality. With its often long-established
sales partners in key territories it offers both the cutting
edge products and the level of service and support
required by the top end of show production. There are
a hand-full of companies which compete with Clay Paky
at this end of the market, and some of those have
chosen to diversify by introducing lower-cost, differently
branded ranges, more cheaply produced and targeted
at lower market levels. I ask Pio if that is a strategy that
Clay Paky might consider?
He says: “The values of Clay Paky will never change.
Quality and innovation have been the foundation of our
success, and the reason why Osram was attracted to
Clay Paky. Our mission as Clay Paky management is to
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keep this value alive, and this has been a clear aim
of Osram - and Hans in particular - since the
beginning. So we will continue to focus on
innovation and quality.

“Also, we are based in Italy, where labour and
everything else is expensive . . . if you want to work
in other segments, you have to move production
to another country, probably to China. And that is
not in our plans, as Clay Paky.”
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However, there is a wider Osram group
perspective. Hans picks up the baton: “Osram
is looking at all opportunities to complete our
range in a market which is more pricesensitive.”
For 2016, we can expect more new products,
including the first real fruits of that first year of
light integration with Osram. “Discharge lamp
technology has really reached full maturity,”
says Pio, “and we are still exploiting this
technology as much as possible. Producing
product with this kind of technology has become
increasingly sophisticated: we are no longer
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“Obviously, the market is full of challenges and we
need to diversify to become more stable . . .
However, for Clay Paky, entering other market
segments is complicated: we can be successful
only in segments where customers are ready to
pay a premium price for the value that we offer.
When you go into other market segments - the
disco/DJ or architainment segments, for example these are segments where the main driver is price
. . . so I believe that Clay Paky cannot go in this
direction. “We don’t only listen to our customers,
but also to the lighting designers; you know how
connected Clay Paky is to lighting designers, and
we always try to work in segments where the
designers play a major role. In discos . . . the
lighting designer has no importance: price is
master.
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Clay Paky fixtures
making an impact on
Eurovision 2015,
Vienna (photo: Ralph
Larmann)

talking about features so much as quality of light, quality
perceived, colour rendering. Users are more
sophisticated, and producing better and better quality
becomes very challenging.
“Nevertheless, we have to innovate, and we are
discovering within Osram plenty of opportunities and
technology solutions to help us to broaden our range
with different types of products that will definitely be
presented during 2016.”
Partnerships
Of course, Clay Paky’s international sales partners in key
markets have played a major role in the success of
recent years, not least in the States, where ACT Lighting
has achieved truly impressive sales for the Italian brand.
Pio says: “ACT has helped Clay Paky to make a very
important change in the US; before, we had been
struggling, even though we had very successful
products; they were selling well around the world, but not
in the US . . . We didn’t have the right approach to the
market. ACT helped us to connect to the big players in
the market. Today, Clay Paky is present in all of the most
important rental houses in the US, and we are specified
in all of the most important shows. I am very grateful to
ACT Lighting; they have grown with Clay Paky . . . Our
collaboration with them is very satisfactory.”
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In the crucial UK market, Clay Paky has had a strong
presence for many years, going back to its partnership
with Pulsar. More recently, they have enjoyed great
success with Glyn O’Donoghue’s distribution company,
Ambersphere Solutions. Here, as with ACT Lighting in
the States, Lightpower in Germany, and others, they
benefit from the synergy of sharing a distributor with
leading lighting controls brand, MA Lighting.
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“The reason for this appointment was not necessarily to
increase sales - which happened anyway - but it was to
provide customers with a local technical support, which
would be very difficult to provide from Italy,” says Pio.
“I believe that Glyn’s team was the best choice, and the
sales we have seen in the past few years has
demonstrated that we made the right choice.”
Other markets which are performing particularly well
include Russia, which, Pio says, is “one of our main

markets”. Japan and Korea are also strong, “but if you
speak more generally of Asia, it’s not an area where we
see particular success,” Pio admits. “APAC is more and
more dominated by Chinese suppliers, and we will have
to find a way to improve our market position in this
area.”
Onwards . . .
Clay Paky has seen phenomenal growth in recent years an average year-on-year increase of around 25% since
2009, including a doubling of revenues between 2010
and 2012. Without specifying figures, Pio describes last
year’s growth as “spectacular”, and confirms that it set
a new sales record for the company. So where are they
aiming now?
Hans says: “We believe the company still has
opportunities to grow, with new products. They are
gaining share, gaining reputation, and they are always at
the top of the list from the lighting designers. A lot of
events are being planned in the next year with Clay Paky
. . . Looking at all of that, I think we will see further good
growth for the next two or three years.”
Hans also envisages significant further consolidation among
show lighting manufacturers, as he explains: “There is
consolidation and that too is a chance for us to grow . . .
some companies may stop their business, may disinvest.
It will become more and more difficult to keep the
innovation, the quality, the performance at such a high level;
it will require a very specific R&D programme. We have a lot
of mid-size players in that market, and it will become harder
for them to survive in that niche. We have seen
consolidation in recent years, and it’s not finished yet.”

That question about the resources required to compete
effectively at the top end of a fast-moving, high-tech
business brings us back to my opening observation on
the ownership of our leading moving light brands. How
long can the smaller players survive alone?
It seems there may be plenty more light integration to
come: in the meantime, we look forward to seeing what
Osram and Clay Paky will have to offer the market this
spring . . .
> www.claypaky.it
> www.osram.com

Harmony needs balance, silence, and quality of light.

SCENIUS
www.claypaky.it

The sound of light
Music spreads into the surrounding silence, and a harmonious
light radiates into the darkness of the scene. In a play on perfect
symmetries, light too varies its tones. Balanced intensities, soft
shades, vivid colours, perfect white, accurate wash, fancy shapes...
Listen: this is the Scenius, the harmonious sound of light.
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